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Warehouse Modernization in the face of rising warehousing rental prices.

As warehouse costs continue to rise and the price of rising warehousing rental prices
increase, it gets even more difficult to control distribution costs. Warehouse space and
last-mile delivery take up almost 50% of transportation costs. On top of these high
costs, more people expect same-day and 3-day delivery for their orders. Failure to meet
these expectations messes up the entire fulfillment process and misses supply chain
timelines. Therefore, to reduce delivery costs, warehouses need to find solutions built to
control expenses.

However, finding a solution that can help you control costs, increase inventory accuracy,
and optimize warehouse space comes at an immense value. Turning down this value
due to how much time and energy it can consume can create slower delivery timelines
and inaccurate orders. Basically, without warehouse modernization, your business could
lose any edge over the competition and miss consumer expectations.

Prepare your business with expert support.

Luckily, warehouse modernization can be easy and effective with the right technology.
Automation solutions like warehouse robotics and intelligent scanners can be
implemented and bring change immediately. Automation solutions like these help:

1. Improve individual productivity - Implementing robotics into your warehouse
reduces the time pickers spend walking around the warehouse by as much as
60%. Reduced downtime helps control costs and allows workers to spend more
time working on tasks instead of walking around the warehouse.

2. Enable quality track-and-trace of every part and package - Products should
be tracked and traced as they move through production, storage, and fulfillment.
Choosing our company for warehouse robotics equips your business with a
high-powered lens to read small barcodes. Expanded barcode capture helps
improve accuracy.

3. Deliver flexible visibility - Actionable insights from visibility give your business a
competitive edge over the competition to automatically find asset and inventory
locations.

Overall, warehouse automation can help control costs and cost-effectively prepare
businesses for the future. Learn more about how you can act on warehouse
modernization.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1043253/share-of-total-supply-chain-costs-by-type-worldwide/



